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Abstract: X-ray phase contrast imaging provides a method to distinguish materials with similar density and effective atomic number, which otherwise would be difficult using conventional X-ray absorption contrast. In recent years, multiple methods have been developed to acquire X-ray phase contrast images using incoherent laboratory sources. The single mask edge illumination setup has been demonstrated as a possible candidate for large scale applications due to its relaxed restrictions on longitudinal coherence and mask alignment, and for its ability to do bi-directional phase contrast images in a single sample exposure. Unfortunately, the single mask edge illumination setup’s refraction sensitivity, and thereby signal to noise, is limited by detector artifacts. Furthermore, it requires multiple exposures to perform dark-field imaging, a method that enables imaging of micro-structures smaller than the image resolution.

We propose using an Advapix detector with Timepix3 pixel-readout chip in a single mask imaging setup to improve signal to noise ratio in phase contrast images. This is achieved using the Timepix3 chip’s ability to simultaneously acquire fast time of arrival and time over threshold measurement of single photon events, which enables sub-pixel identification of individual photons. In this paper, we demonstrate that signal to noise ratio can be improved by at least $67 \pm 5\%$ using subpixel identification of single photons compared to conventional acquisitions methods. Thereby the required sample dose can be reduced considerably. This shows that there is a great potential in using Timepix3 chip to improve x-ray phase contrast imaging. Further, the results indicate the possibility for dark field imaging in a single sample exposure using Timepix3 in a single mask edge illumination setup.

Keywords: X-ray detectors, Inspection with x-rays, X-ray radiography and digital radiography (DR), Data processing methods.
1 Introduction

X-ray Phase Contrast (XPC) imaging has drawn much attention for its ability to image biological samples with a considerably lower sample dose than conventional X-ray absorption imaging. This is achieved by using X-ray refraction as image contrast, which in particular gives a high sensitivity for light materials with low effective atomic number. Multiple techniques have been developed over the last two decades to implement XPC imaging for laboratory sources [1–6]. All of these techniques are multi-modal, making it possible to acquire absorption and XPC images simultaneously as well as dark field images of objects smaller than the image resolution [7–9].

The Double Mask Edge illumination (DM-EI) XPC imaging technique [2] has already been applied for large scale applications [10]. The technique’s major advantages are its eased restriction on mask alignment, low sample dose, and ability to use the entire energy spectrum of a conventional laboratory source [11]. DM-EI is a non-interferometric technique that uses a pre-sample mask to create beamlets and a detector mask to analyze the beamlet’s position. By scanning the detector mask, the beamlets’ intensity distributions are obtained. A minimum of two steps is required to detect a phase shift of the beamlets due to a sample and three steps to get a dark field image [9]. DM-EI is commonly only implemented with refraction sensitivity along one direction as two-directional sensitivity requires complicated masks and at least three steps of the detector mask [12].

To overcome the above problems of the DM-EI setup, single mask techniques have been developed. Here, the detector mask is removed and the beamlets’ position are analyzed with the detector directly. Two approaches exist: The beam-tracking technique [5], where the detector pixels are sufficiently smaller than the beamlet, and the Single Mask Edge Illumination (SM-EI) technique, where the pixel borders constitute the analyzing edges of the setup [3]. The latter shows promising result for XPC imaging when compared to the DM-EI setup. The setup has high refraction sensitivity, as a small movement of the beamlet causes a large shift in intensity between the illuminated pixels, and two-directional sensitivity can be obtained in a single sample exposure using a two-dimensional pre-sample mask [13]. Unfortunately, its performance is limited by charge sharing in the detector [14], and it is not possible to obtain dark field images in a single exposure.
We propose that photon counting detectors with the Timepix3 pixel-readout chip, developed by the Medipix consortium, could minimize the limitation of the SM-EI method originally developed by Krejci et al\cite{13}. This is possible due to the Timepix3 chip’s data-driven readout architecture which enables the measurement of the excited charge distribution in the detector of each individual photon at a hit rate of 40 Mhits/s/cm$^2$\cite{15}. By analyzing the measured charge distribution, it is possible to identify each photon’s sub-pixel position\cite{16}, making it possible to decrease the effective pixel size. In this paper, we focus on the use of photon sub-pixel positioning to improve signal to noise ratio in XPC images acquired with a SM-EI setup.

2 Single Mask Edge Illumination

The SM-EI setup employed at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) is shown in fig. 1a. The setup uses a Hamamatsu Photonics L12161-07 micro focus X-ray source, which for the experiments presented in this paper was set to a source spot size of 5 $\mu$m, $U = 50$ kV, and $I = 67$ $\mu$A. An absorption mask is placed $Z_{XM}$ from the source. The absorption mask was made with laser ablation of a 200 $\mu$m thick Tungsten (W) foil and is designed with a two-dimensional array of holes with a diameter $12.3 \pm 0.1 \mu$m and a pitch of 100 $\mu$m as illustrated in fig. 1(b-c) \cite{17}. An Advapix detector with a Timepix3 pixel-readout chip, 1 mm Silicon sensor, and 55 $\mu$m pixelsize, is placed $Z_{MD}$ from the mask. By adjusting $Z_{MD}$, the beamlets that pass through the mask has a spacing equal to an integer number of pixels at the detector. Through translation of the detector in the two directions perpendicular to the X-ray beam, the mask is aligned with the detector such that the beamlets hit the pixel corners. The sample is placed between mask and detector at $Z_{SD}$ from the detector.

The SM-EI technique allows for retrieval of a bi-directional phase images in a single shot. The XPC image is acquired by finding the shift of each beamlet

$$\Delta S = S_{\text{Sample}} - S_0,$$

where $S_{\text{Sample}}$ and $S_0$ is the beamlet’s position with and without a sample respectively. The beamlet’s position is found through a weighted mean of the intensity $I_p$ in the $M$ pixels surrounding

---

Figure 1. Illustration of the SM-EI setup at DTU (a). Optical image of tungsten mask (b) with electron microscope image showing a single hole (c).
Figure 2. Bi-direction XPC image of 4 crossed nylon wires using the horizontal $\Theta_x$ (a) and vertical $\Theta_y$ (b) refraction angle of the X-ray beamlets as contrast. The color scale (left) is given in $\mu$rad. The refraction signal in the two directions can be combined in an HSV color image (c), where the color shows the direction of the refraction and brightness the amplitude of the refraction angle.

the illuminated corner

$$S = \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{M} P_p I_p}{\sum_{p=1}^{M} I_p},$$

(2.2)

where $P_p$ is the pixel position. The refraction angle of the beamlet passing through a sample along the horizontal $x$ and vertical direction $y$ is then given by

$$\Theta_x = \tan^{-1}\left(\Delta S_x / Z_{SD}\right) \quad \text{and} \quad \Theta_y = \tan^{-1}\left(\Delta S_y / Z_{SD}\right).$$

(2.3)

An image of 4 crossed wires acquired with the setup at DTU is shown in figure 2. The image was obtained by raster scanning the sample in $6 \times 6$ steps with a step size of $20 \ \mu$m to obtain higher resolution than the mask pitch. As clearly shown by the HSV color-plot in figure 2c, the bi-directional sensitivity allows for clear detection of all wires, which is difficult using the refraction along horizontal or vertical direction alone (figure 2a-b).

3 Subpixel Positioning with Timepix3 Chip

Charge sharing between detector pixels can induce a current in multiple adjacent pixel’s electrodes. When the current induced in an electrode is higher than the triggering threshold, it will be registered as an event. By recording the current’s Time over Threshold (ToT) in the electrode, the energy deposited in that pixel can be found [18]. The Timepix3 chip is capable of reading both Time over Threshold (ToT) as well as the Time of Arrival (ToA) at a resolution of 1.56 ns for each single event. This enables the possibility to identify clusters of events belonging to the same photon interaction. The ToT measurement, and hence the amount of energy deposited in each pixel, can then be used to find the position of the photon interaction[16]

$$R_{\text{ph}} = \frac{\sum_{e=1}^{N} P_e E_e}{\sum_{e=1}^{N} E_e},$$

(3.1)

where $P_e$ and $E_e$ are the pixel position and the deposited energy of the $e$’th event, and $N$ is the total number of events in the cluster of pixels triggered by the photon.
Figure 3. Image of a single beamlet acquired using different data processing methods (a), with horizontal and vertical profiles of the beamlets’ distribution shown for selected methods (b). The image signal has been normalized to the standard deviation in the non illuminated pixels. The lines mark pixel borders.

Close to a pixel border, the probability of charge sharing increases and hence the number of pixels that are triggered per photon. In order to obtain a best estimate of the single photon position, a high number of triggered pixels is desired [16]. The probability of charge sharing is maximized by adjusting the position of the detector such that beamlets hit the pixel corners.

Using Advacam developed interface software Pixet, each photon’s position is calculated and afterwards all photons are binned into \((n \times n)\) virtual “subpixels” per pixel. We will compare the results of subpixel rebinning the photons to the more conventional integrated ToT (iToT), where the ToT is integrated across all events in every pixel, and event count (Event), where just the number of events in each pixel is summed regardless of deposited energy. To avoid experimental variation affecting the comparison, all experiments are conducted with data being saved in a raw data format. For each event, pixel position, ToA, and ToT are recorded. After acquisition, the different processing methods are applied to the raw data. For all methods, the conversion of ToT into energy developed by Jakubek[18] has been employed. Only single photons causing clusters equal to or larger than two pixels are included for the subpixel methods. In principle, it is necessary to have at least 3 events per single photon cluster in order to determine a single photon’s position in the pixel plane, however, the ensemble average of all photons’ position was found to be more precise by also including two pixel clusters.

In figure 3, we show how subpixel rebinning can be used to resolve the distribution of a single beamlet hitting the corner of 4 pixels. For this measurement, we used \(Z_{MD} = 513\) mm and \(Z_{SD} = 315\) mm. Including only the geometric expansion of the beamlets due to the fan-beam setup and assuming a gaussian beamlet shape, this geometry would result in the beamlets having an expected FWHM at the detector of \(\sigma \sim 27\) µm. As seen in figure 3, using subpixel identification of each photon increases the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).

To evaluate the accuracy and precision of the beamlet’s position for different data processing methods, a single beamlet was moved across the detector. The beamlet was made with a pinhole mask with similar holesize as the 2D mask. The mask was scanned, moving the beamlet across the detector in 10 × 20 points in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, with a spacing of 20 µm between the points in both directions. The detector was tilted by \(\sim 1^\circ\) as compared to the movement the beamlet scan. When projecting the scan into a single pixel, the tilt ensures that the entire area of the pixel is covered with a spacing of \(2−5\) µm between the beamlet’s center positions.
Figure 4. Comparison of expected $S_E$ and measured $S_M$ position using different readout methods as the beamlet is scanned across the detector. The scan covers $10 \times 20$ position across the detector (a). A zoom in on $2 \times 2$ pixels (center to center) illustrates the difference between $S_E$ (black stars) and $S_M$ (colored symbols) for the tree methods (b). The black lines show the pixel borders. The difference in measured and expected horizontal position $\Delta S_x = S_{x,M} - S_{x,E}$ is shown as function of $S_{x,E}$ projected into a single pixel (c). The color scale is given in $\mu$m and the red scale bar shows the pixel position in $\mu$m. The difference between measured $R_M$ and expected $R_E$ distance to the nearest corner (d) can be fitted with $F(R_E)$ given in eq. (3.2) (black curves) and the standard deviation $\sigma_R$ of the distribution of data points around $F(R_E)$ calculated for $R_E < 15 \ \mu$m (e).

In figure 4, we compare the beamlets’ measured position $S_M$, estimated by the different processing method, to the expected beamlet position $S_E$. We determine $S_E$ assuming a fixed beamlet spacing of $20 \ \mu$m and an average across all position $S_E = \bar{S_{iToT}}$, where $\bar{S_{iToT}}$ is the average of all the beamlet’s position found with iToT data processing method. By subtracting the expected position of the beamlet from the position estimated by the different method $S_M$, the detector response can be evaluated. As seen from figure 4c, the different ways of processing the data affect the detector response differently. The iToT seems to predict the beamlet position most accurately with smallest difference between the measured and expected position, generally tending to push the beamlet’s predicted position towards the center of the pixel. It is seen clearly from both figure 4b and 4c, that rebinning into a single pixel after subpixel localizing each individual photon seems to over predict the beamlet’s proximity to the pixel centers. Opposite, rebinning into a $2 \times 2$ subpixel grid, decreasing the virtual pixel size to $27.5 \ \mu$m, seems to push the predicted position of the beamlets towards the corners.

The same behavior is clearly seen in the average distance to the nearest corner, shown in figure 4d. Here, the single pixel rebinning over-predicts the position of the beamlet with more than $15 \ \mu$m towards the beam center at a distance of $15 \ \mu$m from a corner. However, the figure also seems to indicate that the variation of the points is smaller for the $2 \times 2$ subpixel binned data than the others. This is quantified through fitting

$$F(R_E) = A \sin \left( \frac{R_M - R_E}{2\pi/D} \right),$$

where $D = 77.8 \ \mu$m is the diagonal of the pixel, and $A$ is the variable amplitude. As a measure of the precision, we calculate the standard deviation of the measured radius distribution $\sigma_R$ around
Figure 5. XPC image of a 300 µm thick nylon wire. The effect of different processing methods on the XPC images of a wire (a). The green lines mark the XPC profiles of the wire shown (b) where the blue and red markers illustrate the maximum refraction signal in the two directions. For the different methods we calculate the standard deviation of the background XPC image $\sigma_\Theta$ (c), mean maximum refraction across both direction $\Theta_{\max}$ (d), and the signal to noise ratio $\Gamma = \Theta_{\max}/\sigma_\Theta$ (e).

$F(R_E)$ at $R_E < 15 \ \mu m$. We do so for 3 different distances of $Z_{MD}$ corresponding to three different sizes of the beamlet onto the detector FWHM$_{Beam}$. The results are presented in figure 4e and show that rebinning into subpixels ($2 \times 2$) seems to give a much more precise measure of the beamlet’s position than any of the two other methods at small beamlet sizes (small $Z_{MD}$). As FWHM$_{Beam}$ is increased, the precision of the beamlet’s position is decreased. When FWHM$_{Beam}$ approaches the size of the pixel, the effect of using subpixel positioning disappears.

The above implies that a more precise positioning of the beamlet can be achieved using the subpixel methods. To evaluate the effect of this on the XPC sensitivity, a 300 µm thick nylon wire was measured at $Z_{SD} = 190 \ \text{mm}$, $Z_{MD} = 358 \ \text{mm}$, and $Z_{XM} = 289 \ \text{mm}$. At this geometry, the beamlets were hitting every fourth pixel corner. The phase shift along the entire profile of the wire was measured through raster scanning the sample in $7 \times 2$ steps along the horizontal (perpendicular to the wire) and vertical direction respectively. The exposure time was set to 15 s for each measurement point. The results of this experiment is shown in figure 5. It is clearly seen from the XPC images and profiles of the wire in figure 5(a-b), that the phase shift prediction is largely affected by the accuracy of the beamlet’s position. Most clearly seen from the different prediction of peak refraction, where the large inaccuracy of the $(1 \times 1)$ subpixel results in a much larger prediction of refraction angle. Similarly, there is a discrepancy between the other data processing methods.
To quantify this, we calculate the standard deviation of the background signal $\sigma_{\Theta}$ within the white rectangle in figure 5a and the average maximum absolute refraction $\Theta_{\text{max}}$ along the whole wire. The result can be seen in figure 5(c-d), where the over-prediction of refraction from $(1 \times 1)$ subpixel rebinning is clearly seen in both $\Theta_{\text{max}}$ and $\sigma_{\Theta}$ values. Furthermore, it is generally observed that the refraction angle is predicted differently for each method.

To compare the different methods, we use the ratio $\Gamma = \Theta_{\text{max}}/\sigma_{\Theta}$ as a measure of signal to noise ratio in the images. The result is plotted in figure 5e and shows that $\Gamma$ is maximized when using $(2 \times 2)$ subpixels. The difference between iTToT and $(2 \times 2)$ subpixel is $67 \pm 5\%$. It is noted, that increasing the distance $Z_{\text{MD}}$ so that the beamlet hit every 5th, 6th, or 7th pixel decreases the gain from using subpixel to below 20\%.

## 4 Discussion and Outlook

We have in this paper demonstrated that using Timepix3 chip for SM-EI XPC imaging could improve the technique’s sensitivity significantly. In figure 5, it is seen in the peak refraction angle to background noise ratio $\Gamma$ increases with $67 \pm 5\%$ when using $(2 \times 2)$ subpixel compared to the normal charge integrating iTToT. However, the result was found largely dependent on the setup’s geometry. Assuming that $\Gamma$ is proportional to the square root of the acquisition time, the $(2 \times 2)$ subpixel method could reduce the sample exposure time to 36\% of what is needed for the iTToT method.

It was shown in figure 4 that subpixel data processing methods greatly reduced the accuracy of the beamlet’s measured position through a systematic shift compared to the expected. We suspect that it is the systematic inaccuracy that affects the measured $\sigma_{\Theta}$ and $\Theta_{\text{max}}$ in figure 5. Similarly, data processing artifacts are likely causing the substantial decrease in $\Gamma$ when using more than $(4 \times 4)$ rebinning in figure 5. The tendency of inaccurate measurements of beamlet position should be correctable with models of data processing artifacts. If these inaccuracies were properly accounted for, we expect $\Theta_{\text{max}}$ to be the same for all methods, and the difference between the methods to be seen solely in $\sigma_{\Theta}$.

The sensitivity of the XPC imaging setup is determined by the measurement precision of the refraction angle of each beamlet, which is controlled by the precision of the change in beamlet position on the detector.

Figure 4 shows that the precision is significantly better when using $(2 \times 2)$ subpixel positioning for the beamlet placed close to a corner as compared to iTToT method. We demonstrated that the best precision of the beamlet’s position was $0.9 \pm 0.1 \, \mu m$ using $(2 \times 2)$ subpixel method. For this experiments, the mask was translated with Newport IMS500CC translation stages in both direction. The accuracy of the motors, measured as the minimum to maximum deviation of the desired position (not standard deviation) across the full travel length (500 mm) is expected to be 3 $\mu m$ for both directions. Furthermore, the motor has an expected 1 standard deviation bi-directional reproducibility of 0.5 $\mu m$. Therefore, the precision of $0.9 \pm 0.1 \, \mu m$ is most likely dominated by imprecise motor translation.
In comparison, the precision of the beamlets’ measured movement in the XPC images in figure 5 is significantly better than the above. \( \sigma_\Theta \) in the XPC image was for iToF found to be \( \sigma_{\Theta,\text{iToF}} = 2.4 \mu\text{rad} \), which corresponds to an uncertainty on the beamlet’s measured position of \( \sigma_{\Delta S_x,\text{iToF}} = 0.49 \mu\text{m} \) on the detector.

The expected error on the mean of the actual beamlet position due to statistical variation is given by

\[
\sigma_{S_x} = \frac{\text{FWHM}_{\text{Beam}} (2\sqrt{2\ln(2)})^{-1}}{\sqrt{N}},
\]

assuming a Gaussian beam distribution. \( N \sim 3000 \) is the number of photons in each beamlet, found from the number of excited clusters per beamlet. At \( Z_{\text{MD}} = 358 \text{ mm} \), we expect \( \text{FWHM}_{\text{Beam}} = 27 \mu\text{m} \), which results in \( \sigma_{E,S_x} = 0.21 \mu\text{m} \). Assuming a low absorbing sample (the same number of photons with and without a sample) this gives an uncertainty on the beam positioning of \( \sigma_{\Delta S_x,E} = \sqrt{2}\sigma_{S_x,E} = 0.30 \mu\text{m} \). Assuming that the entire change in \( \Gamma \) is due to a change in uncertainty of the measured refraction, \( \sigma_\Theta \) could decrease with as much as 67 % when using the \((2 \times 2)\) subpixel method, making \( \sigma_{\Delta S_x,(2 \times 2)} \sim 0.3 \mu\text{m} \). \( \sigma_\Theta \) found in this experiment, therefore, seems to be at the limit of statistical variation in the actual beamlet position. The actual beamlet position is controlled by the aperture size of the mask, the source size, \( Z_{\text{MD}}, Z_{\text{SD}} \), and the number of photons through each hole (the product of photon flux and count time). If the beamlet size is the dominating contributor to \( \sigma_\Theta \), decreasing the aperture size would increase the XPC sensitivity as function of sample exposure. However, more experiments are required to determine the lower limit of the angular resolution of the SM-EI technique using subpixel methods.

The SM-EI XPC setup presented in this paper shows great potential for further development using the increased information obtained with subpixel positioning of the photon. Firstly, the present setup uses a mask with 100 \( \mu\text{m} \) pitch, and hence it was necessary to raster scan the sample to obtain information of the entire sample as done for the nylon threads in figure 2. Using subpixel positioning, it should be possible to acquire XPC images even if the beamlets hit every corner as long as \( \text{FWHM}_{\text{Beam}} \) is kept significantly smaller than the pixel size. Secondly, the ability to resolve the beamlet’s shape with multiple points as shown in figure 3, should enable dark field imaging as demonstrated with the beam tracking techniques (using a single mask and a high resolution detector)[5]. Future work will investigate the possibility to use the Timepix3 chip to acquire dark field images in a single sample exposure.
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